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FROM THE
EDITOR IN CHIEF

© Samiksha Ransom

AMYA ROY

   As I sit down to write this, I can not bring myself to the realization that the magazine we all
spent months curating is now finished. It's been a long road for All Ears. A quest that began as a
little passion project for me has now become a passion project for many others. Looking back on
our journey, I am absolutely overwhelmed.

   All Ears is a forum for young people. Young people from all communities, regions, faiths,
sexualities, genders, races, and castes are encouraged. The COVID-19 pandemic has generated a
multitude of stumbling blocks in our lives. All Ears began as a “lockdown” initiative for my
friends and myself to express our general ideas. It gradually evolved into a platform for young
writers from all around the world to express their work. This is a place where we listen to your
tales with all of our hearts. Every piece that has come our way and has since been published
holds a particular place in my heart. Whether you believe it or not, I keep track of everything,
even if it is in the hundreds.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

  What started as a modest digital platform for literary ideas has grown into a full-fledged
magazine. With a staff full of brilliant young creatives, this wasn't a difficult task for us. I'm also
grateful to my little family of six editors who stayed with me when All Ears was still a fledgling
platform. 

   Our first issue contains a little bit of everything. Every emotion, every stance, every
perspective. I hope you appreciate it as much as my team and I did organizing and editing it.

Amya Roy
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IN WORDS OF
MANAGING EDITOR

SAMIKSHA RANSOM

“I like good, strong words that mean something.”
— Louisa May Alcott

   Since this is our first issue, and we have the opportunity to meet our lovely contributors and
readers, it only makes sense to introduce myself to you. I’m Samiksha. I’m many things to many
people, but ultimately, I describe myself as a compulsive writer and a concept artist.

   I like small spaces, cozy living rooms, nature and quiet, the feeling of home, the smell of freshly
baked bread, and quiet people who are not afraid to be loud when they need to. I also sketch and
paint occasionally, like clicking pictures. I am fascinated by art, literature, history, culture and
books; but most of all, with words.

   I think words are heavy, forceful and blunt, and there are no weak words. Words carry weight,
which is why the words we say (and don’t) are important.

   I also believe that words are meant to be said, and therefore, must be said. I’ve learnt that the
words we don’t say, wrestle with us, demanding to be said, and the wisest thing we can do is to
concede to that demand. This is why I started writing and continue to.

© Samiksha Ransom
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SAMIKSHA RANSOM

   In my journey through life, I’ve found out that wherever I’m at, I always have something to
say, whether I say it or don’t. I started writing, well, because I decided to say what I had to say.
Over the course of my journey with writing, I discovered that the words I wrote had begun to
carry me just as much as I had been carrying them within me. That is when we became friends
for life.

   Like I said already, words are heavy, forceful… and I can go on about all the good things that
words are, but what I really rest my emotional and mental weight on, is the fact that words are
faithful. As a writer, I’m only learning to return that loyalty.

   And so, more than anything else, cut me to the core, and you’ll find a writer. When I’m
writing, I’m my rawest, truest self; whether good, bad or ugly. For me, there’s a comfort in
that. 

   That being said, here you will find words that fought their way to become a voice. I hope
you will find comfort in those words as you read through this issue, our very first; and find
many ‘good, strong words, that mean something.’



ACCUSTOMED ARDOUR

Alexithymia © Simran Kaur, All Ears, 2021. 
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MONET’S BERM

SIMRA SADAF

   The sound of the train whistle echoed
across a voiceless realm as it stopped in the
midst of a farming field devoid of farmers but
rich with vegetation and two buffaloes
munching on the green.

   It was past midnight, and the fog covered
the sky as if it was hiding Kai’s sorrows. The
dim lights inside the overcrowded train
reminded her of the quaint hills behind her
house where she used to sit with her husband
as he spoke about Monet’s Berm.

—

   “Where is it?” She asked.

   “Somewhere in heaven but on earth. Soft
grass everywhere - we can sit there and have
breakfast. Somewhere in northern Italy,” he
said.

   His eyes flirted with the vastness but never
met her gaze. Not once. Not the day after,
nor on the nights that followed.

   Kai spent eight hours staring at her
husband’s face as his eyes twitched every so
often. Maybe he is having a bad dream, she
would think. Sometimes her eyes would
travel to his Adam’s apple and rest there for a
while. 

   She would stare at him till his auburn eyes
emerged from under the eyelids.

—

   It was during one of those nights on the
hill, when her husband was listening to an
old pop song, that the night refused to melt
into dawn. She walked over, sat beside him,
and passed a cup of freshly brewed coffee. It
was the last one they shared. When the sun
finally reached its zenith, his last words left
her like burnt coal.

   As he walked out the door with nothing
but a cigarette box the size of his honesty,
Kai wondered how his pride remained
unpeeled, unscathed, unscarred—godlike.

—

   “Where are you headed?” A 
    woman peeling an orange asked.

   “To a place with soft grass,” she replied.

   “Why?” The woman questioned her.

   “To write a poem.”
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It's 3am & you're awake.
Eyes, crystal clear as the glow of 
                                                                            a full moon on a dark night.
                                                                            You shut the windows tight,
almost blistering your fingers.
You're afraid of what the blustering 
                                                                            breeze holds in its belly.
                                                                            You're afraid that closing your eyes
would mean opening your body 
to the nightmares,
                                                                            to the flashes from that night.
                                                                            The contractions. Then the expulsion 
(from your body) of his body.
how the cry that warmed your heart 
                                                                            one minute, reduced to a deafening
                                                                            silence in the next. You're afraid 
for your little born who's locked in 
your arms, fast asleep &
                                                                            oblivious to the haunting memories.
                                                                            You're afraid of what the distorted 
world would avail him of.
You're afraid of losing him - like you 
                                                                            lost the first one.
                                                                            You're afraid for your heart, how 
it shrinks with every visit
from the excruciating nightmares.
                                                                            But the nightmares only know 
                                                                            how to appear.
You only know how to remember.
& until the break of dawn, do you find                    
                                                                      

peace.

FEAR AS AN AETIOLOGY OF

INSOMNIA

HAMEEDAH ARUWA
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I am love, the fruit of life
Never quite the same as the very first bite.
Consume me too early, and I am tough. 
To penetrate my skin 
No bite is enough.

Consume me too late, and I am rotten.
Thick air of abandonment, of decomposition.
Heavy with dehydration 
Beyond recognition.

Now consume me when I am ripe, and I am not the type to be forgotten.
Press me between your tongue and teeth.
Savour the flavour
The sensations with flirtation.
You’ll question whether you ever really knew what it meant to eat.
So deliciously sweet 
You can’t help but scrunch your nose. 
Nutrition pumping through your veins, and tingles on your brain.

Yet consume me naively, and I can make you sick.
So easy to trick, thinking I am ripe.
You lower your guard when you think I’ll taste right.
From now on, you consume me with care.
Psychological warfare.
Every time you reach for me you will think twice.
Examine me closely before taking a bite.

First sign of discomfort will cause you to run 
for fear of being poisoned again.
And then. 
The eternal plight 
for the fruit that is ripe
will leave you with none.

RIPE
SARAH BIGAULT
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To cut me out would be foolish, for I am essential for a healthy life.
Don’t let the fear of sickness stop you
from experiencing me fresh. 
For your mind is already poisoned with all the ways I could make you sick.

RIPE
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Your face, especially around the edges of your mouth, looks soft, but your eyes look hard, 
dark, and serious. Your voice is like a cello’s open C string.

Your face is so shaded that I can’t see your expression: overcast like a sky filled with gray clouds.
The only light coming into the room lays on your eyelids.

If I were to look at your hands, your nose, and your lips, I know they would 
not be the white of cold.

You don’t even have to do anything. All you have to do is breathe, and I will love 
you for what you are doing.

This is my wish to you. I’m asking you to keep me warm through the night. 
I imagine that every touch is you.

My mind inevitably—inexplicably—wanders to space—the time—when you sleep. 
I wonder about this often.

Truths are found in the eyes of others, 
like gems in the setting sun.

I am aware of my surroundings with my eyes closed. 
I am aware of what they used to hold.

You must want to stay on the outskirts of me. 
If you didn’t, I would be overjoyed.

A PRAYER

GRETA UNETICH
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In the dying light, the blood of strawberries stains a wooden cutting board 
sitting on the edge of the sink.

If you were with me right now, I would put my hand on your skin—put your hand over my
hand—and tell you to guide my hand to where you wanted me to touch you. 
I have done this before. 
Maybe the first time was just to learn it, and to remember it.

I will love you for however long you’ll have me for. And then some.

When I sleep, my head is in the clouds.
In all the dreams of you, 
I wake up in the middle of the night and my heart twists.

In my mind, I will name you after a bright and silver star.

A PRAYER
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Steaming sweet milky tea served in tiny crystal glasses;
The familiar smile of the feeble old lady armed with her classic steel kettle,
At the helm of her obscure wooden shed on an unfrequented street,
Faded grey, narrowing with distance, rare huts shrouded in shades of green;
And words, to fill the silences and distances previously unbridged.

A mild silver evening drizzle: almost a respite from the sweltering April heat, sweeps across;
Making the warmth and the sweet of the tea a tad bit more endearing;
Competing with the crystal of the glasses to shine brighter;
Easing out the creases on the old lady’s forehead;
Washing away the dry tea drop stains on her kettle;
Drumming a Whiplash on the wooden roof of the shed;
Splashing into the puddles on the already worn out street;
Trickling down the dung-coated walls of the mud-brick huts;
Murmuring through the surrounding countless hues of green;
And drenching the chatter with stealthy secrets and petrichor.

DRIZZLE

MUKTA HALBE
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It fluttered its life away and caught my eye,
As I lay snuggled up in bed, motionless, feigning sleep.
Lazy Sunday morning, sans sound, drapes drawn,
Nothing in the world could have made me part with my quilt,
Except that butterfly.

To call it colourful would be an overstatement.
A far cry from attractive, rather dull
With its pallid ashen body and long lanky tentacles,
Wings neither ornate nor bold,
Resembling a partially overcast sky, as ordinary as ordinary could be.
Flailing, flapping, fluttering relentlessly.

Tenacious though it was, how could it have matched
The rigidity of my window pane,
Shutting it away from the bright, sun-drenched morn,
Yet promising it the rosy freedom, through its deceptive transparency.

And thence it flapped on, as if its life depended on it.
Hoping, with every flap, to break free,
Piercing the sham of my sleep, until,
Overcome by helplessness -- more mine than its -- I gave in.

Its pale wings stuck together tween my index finger and thumb, it writhed,
Escalating my horror, the whirring stopped
To resume on that side of the pane where it made music.
Basking in the sunshine, its jet black radiating body gleamed,
The wings flittered away, yet again, this time a brilliant blue, matching the clear sky.

ESCAPE

MUKTA HALBE
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Starting my shining morning with a sense of joy,
Short-lasted, for within moments I wondered why
Did it feel as though it was really I, and not the trapped sorry butterfly,
Who needed an escape.

ESCAPE
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Spring lingers in my 1 BHK apartment all year
round. Flowers, fruits, fragrance. Lavender is my
apartment’s favourite perfume. Indoor plants don’t
survive here but flowers thrive. Purple wildflowers
in old monk bottles. My home sulks without them.
There are sunflowers and dried leaves pressed on
my lamps. My bar has gin that is made from
clementine. Every sip feels like a picnic.
Butterflies, dragonflies, and all other kinds of flies
sway around my flat every time I find myself in a
poem or a story, and text this boy I can't stop
weaving a future with. There are ocean and
bubblegum scented candles that are waiting for the
perfect time to be lit. I play Prateek Kuhad and
Jack Johnson every morning with my cup of coffee
—their music is like my favourite fruit bowl—lots
of mangoes, watermelon, pineapples, and papayas.
On most days, my life feels like winter, a stretch of
longing. That’s why I’ve invited spring over.

THE MAKING OF A HOME

SWAGATIKA SARANGI



GRIM IN THE NOBILITY
Art by © Irina Novikova, All Ears, 2021. 
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When I say
I have strayed 
from the soils that nurtured me 
you react as if I’ve said
“I’m joining the circus.” 

Come to think of it,
I rather like clowns.
Painting smiles from frowns,
such fascinating forgery.
Slathering on personas like butter.
Utter anonymity.
Finally!
A use for those big shoes I have to fill.

Longing for reinvention,
or was it redemption? 
I set off.
To leave you behind was never the intention.

Every party has its finale when you’re a clown.
Leave them laughing.

CLOWNS

SARAH BIGAULT
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   The alarm pierces the calm ambience of the
room with its shrill sound. It is 5:00am. You
roll languidly over to the side and switch off
the device. Then you sit up and stretch so
much that you feel your ribs cracking. The
morning is frigid. It has been raining since
yesterday afternoon and you got drenched on
your way back from work yesterday. The
previous night, you wore the thick corduroy
jacket you brought back from Switzerland.
Yet, you are freezing so badly that you
wonder if you are still in La Brevine. You
reach for the KJV bible on the bedside stool.
You open it and you don’t know which
scripture to read. You close the bible
helplessly and gaze at the ceiling. You open
the bible again and skim through a particular
Psalm without taking in any detail before you
finally close the bible. Somehow you have
been programmed to think that opening the
bible every morning is the answer to your
petitions. The ceiling fan is lame and has not
rotated since you came back from
Switzerland. You hop out of bed and walk to
the mirror lined with a silver frame. You peer
at your cheeks. They seem bloated. You are
pudgy, with a sagging belly and flat buttocks
and wide square-like shoulders. Your hair is
short and so thick and compact that you have
to endure the pains of combing through its
crinkled tangles every morning.  

THE THINGS GOD SAYS

CHUKWUEMEKA FAMOUS 

   But this morning, you do not have the
nerve to go through that. You simply feel the
hair with your hands and hiss. You remove
the corduroy jacket regardless of the cold and
you gaze down at your stomach, wondering
how it accumulated so much fat. You know
how diligent you had been when you were
monitoring your diet back in Aba. You
remember how Nkiruka used to tease you,
saying that you will never find a man with
your kind of body. Nkiruka has been your
friend since your senior secondary school
days, and unlike you, she has a beautifully
curvy body and is now married to her lover.
She gave you her wedding card some weeks
before you left for Switzerland. You
remember how scornful you had felt when
she handed the card to you. You remember
how you threw it out through the window
of the bus you boarded that day. You
remember how you cried when you got
home. You walk over to the table and
rummage through the files and papers. You
pick up your diary and a pen and move to
the bed. The diary still looks new even
though you have been using it for two years
now. You didn’t take it along with you to
Switzerland because you thought you were
going to have the best time of your life there;
so there was no need taking with you a diary
that documented only sad events. But now,
you know it is perfect to chronicle your
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experience in the diary. But surprisingly you
do not know what to write, or probably how
to start. The pen is stiff in your hand and
your thoughts have vanished. But when they
return, you feel it is better to just ponder
rather than write. So you close the diary and
lie back in bed, you gather the sheets around
you and let your mind wander…

   You are the only child of your parents.
You are brilliant with countless academic
awards. Your Parents boast often of how you
are more than ten sons to them. You know
you are not appealing physically but your
brain has endured a lot of people. But you
are often worried about how long it will take
for someone to come close to you, not just
for your brain. In senior secondary school,
you were not really keen on mingling with
boys, but focused on your studies and
topping your class at the end of every
academic term. But it bothered you slightly
that none of the boys tried flirting with you.
They only came to you when they needed
an answer to a question or when they needed
to borrow your notes since yours were
always updated. While other girls boasted of
having boyfriends who called them
sweetheart and darling and sugar pie and
babe and other romantic names, you were
simply called ‘Ije with the gorilla brain.’ At
university, it was the same. You never knew
what it meant for a boy to ask you out. Your
friend, Nkiruka told you that it was not good
for women to be too serious and bookish and
stern-looking. That made you loosen up
once and you attended a party hosted by one
of the big boys on campus. But at the party,
you were still the Ije with the gorilla brain.
You met friends, but no boy compliments
your

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 

appearance even though you wore the
expensive dress Aunty Kalu bought for you.
Noneeven said, “Hi beautiful” to you like
they did to other girls. If it wasn’t for your
good friend and mate Kosi whose natural
hair stood out as the best in the department,
if not in the entire campus, you were
insignificant. When you graduated, your
parents were delighted and told you that you
were getting close to jumping the broom
with a reasonable man. “Only a reasonable
man can afford you,” your father said with so
much delight. You got a good job two years
after graduating from an architectural firm
and you rented a two-bedroom apartment.
You bought a car; a Toyota Avensis within
three years of working in the firm. You lived
a comfortable life. You send gifts to your
parents every month. You visited home
fortnightly and employed a maid for your
parents since they were aging and could no
longer carry out some chores in the house.
One day, your mother called and asked if
you had a fiancée and you told her that you
didn’t and she said it was sinful for you to
remain without a man and you told her that
no man had found you yet. She told you to
embark on three day’s fasting and prayer
which you did diligently because you really
needed a man. By this time your best friend
Nkiruka had just met her husband and she
flaunts his pictures on social media. You
stared at their pictures often and wondered
when your turn would be. Your dreams
became stereotyped- a man in a beautiful suit
would walk up to you and kneel and from
his pocket, produce a glimmering ring and
you would scream ‘yes!’ even before he said a
word. Then you would wake up and realize
that it was only you and that no man held
out a ring before you.
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   At one time, you had dreamt that you met a
handsome man who kissed you and caressed
your breasts and when you told your mother,
she let out a loud and panicky obara Jesus.
Your mother told you that you had a spirit
husband and she seemed happy that she had
found the reason why no man approached
you. She told you that you needed serious
deliverance and recommended her pastor to
you. Pastor Augustine visited you and prayed
for you and assured you that the spirit
husband had been destroyed. That same
night, you made love in your dream. It
continued like this until Kosi, your former
course mate who now resides in Switzerland
connected with you on Facebook. You
exchanged numbers and she called and you
two spoke for a long time. Kosi is married to
a brilliant lecturer at the University of Basel
and has three adorable kids. She told you that
her husband is biracial- drawing his origin
from a Swiss father and a Yoruba woman.
You are happy for Kosi. You told her that
you are living well except that no ring has
been slipped into your fingers. Kosi laughed
and told you that you shouldn't be bothered
about that. “My dear, if I tell you what this
marriage thing is all about, you will wish not
to marry,” she said to you but you know she
did not mean to say that marriage is entirely
useless. She only said that to placate you and
that made you feel even more terrible. Some
weeks after you reconnected with Kosi, she
informed you that there is a Nigerian man
who lives next door to their apartment and
that he was looking for a Nigerian woman to
marry. You remember vividly how Kosi
described the man. “Ogadi has lived in
Switzerland for twenty years. He speaks
almost every language in Europe.

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 

   He works in a Logistics company and I
hear he has built mansions in Nigeria. He
even has a fuel station in Aba. Maybe you
will know about Ogadi and Sons LTD. He’s
a good friend of my husband. He comes
around often and plays with the children.
You will definitely love him.”

   When you asked Kosi why a well-placed
man like Ogadi hadn’t married till now, she
told you that he married an onyibo woman
who had three children from him. But the
onyibo woman was not willing to come back
to Nigeria or let the children visit their
fatherland and that they had divorced, and
the woman had taken the children with her.
“Now, he wants a Nigerian woman who will
bear proper Nigerian children for him.
Children that will be grounded in their
culture and take over all his assets in Nigeria
when he is no more,” Kosi explained. She
immediately connected you to Ogadi. You
two started talking, joking, laughing,
exchanging pictures, informing parents and
before you know it, Ogadi visited Nigeria to
see you. The night before he arrived at
Murtala Muhammed International Airport,
you held a midnight prayer with your
mother. You asked God to crown you with
beauty from head to toe because you feared
that Ogadi would eventually dislike you
upon seeing you. Finally, when Ogadi sets
eyes on you, he says that you are the most
beautiful creature he has ever met even
though it is obvious that you are not good
looking. He hugged you affectionately and
kissed you and if he had touched your
breasts, you would have concluded that he
was the man who came to you in your
dreams and not the spirit husband your
religious mother thought it to be.
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   That same day, you made love to him in an
exquisite hotel room. It was refreshing to
finally know a man. You felt like a woman.
While he was asleep, you sneaked into the
bathroom and dialed Kosi and the latter was
excited to hear that things were going rosy
between you and Ogadi. Ogadi took you to
Mbaise, his hometown and introduced you to
his parents. His father was happy with the
union but about his mother, you couldn't tell
what her decision was until you left for
Switzerland. You two got married in a
catholic church and Ogadi went back to
Switzerland two weeks after. At your office,
you flaunted your wedding ring and it was
even more venerating when people heard that
you were married to an abroad based man.
Two months later, Ogadi helped you to
prepare your papers and before you knew it,
you were all set to leave for Switzerland. Your
mother told you that her God Cannot fail
when she heard the good news. She came
from Aba with some odd drinks you don't
know about. She told you the drinks will
improve your fertility. She told you how to
spread your legs and how deep you must
allow Ogadi to get to and how you must not
immediately get up from the bed after Ogadi
has put his seed inside you. You laughed
raucously and concluded that your mother is
only but joyful. Your father talked about the
white man’s land because he lived in Norway
for three years. Finally you left for
Switzerland and no one saw you off to the
airport but you did not mind. All you cared
about at that point was your new life with
Ogadi in a new environment...

   There is a knock on your front door at
once. You hop out of bed and pull your
nightwear around your body.

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 

   Then you walk to the sitting room and
open the door. Two middle aged women are
standing and they immediately smile at you;
a patronizing smile. You stare at their rather
threadbare clothes and the steadfast headgears
on their heads and their poorly powdered
face. You also notice their old bags and
dogeared bibles which they carry with so
much conscientiousness. You need no seer to
see that they are church people. “Good
morning, Sister,” they greet very civilly, their
voices sounding devout. 

   “How may I help you?” you ask bluntly but
that does not dissuade them. One of the
women brings out a flyer from her bag and
hands it to you. “We are members of The
Divine Power, Anointing and Fire of Jesus
Christ Deliverance and Salvation Ministries
International,” she says. 

   “Come again?” you say because you did
not fully grasp the name. It rather sounded
like a spiritual declaration because she said it
with her fists clenched as though it was that
moment in church when they bound up
demons and threw them into the seas and
oceans. 

   “I said we are members of The Divine
Power, Anointing, and Fire of Jesus Christ
Deliverance and Salvation Ministries
International. My name is Deaconess Martha
and this is my sister in the Lord, Deaconess
Mary” she says, pointing at her partner. 

   “Ok?” you say. You find their combination
quite amusing and you want to ask them if
their brother in the Lord’s name is Lazarus
also.
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   “We want to invite you to our church. Our
Daddy GO will be having an anointed
counseling session tomorrow by 12 noon.
Come with all your problems and the Lord of
fire and brimstone will address them through
his great servant, the Most Holy Prophet
Jeremiah Dikachi.”

   “Ok, I have heard,” you say impatiently and
without waiting to hear their closing remarks,
you shut the door against them and rush back
to your bedroom. You dump the flyer on
your table and hop back into bed. Now, the
thoughts of Ogadi and Switzerland have
vanished. You can only think of your late
father who has just passed away and the pain
your mother is going through and the loss of
your job since you resigned before leaving for
Switzerland. You are now back to where you
started from. You think about the mark on
your back. That indelible mark is the last
thing on your mind before you fall asleep ten
minutes later. 

   When you wake up, you realize you have
slept for long for it is nearly 2 pm. You sit up
in bed and feel slightly regained. Your phone
rings. It is an unknown number and you pick.
“Hello,” you answer.

   “Bia Ije, I have been trying your line and it
was not connecting,” It is your mother and
you sigh. 

   “Nne, this is not your number na.”

    “I know. It is Pastor’s 
Augustine’s number...”

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 

   “Pastor Augustine?” you expressed slight
surprise because you do not think that your
mother would be anywhere close to Pastor
Augustine. 

   “Yes. Pastor Augustine had a dream for
you. A very bad one, Ije,” your mother says
tearfully. “I have been in sorrow since I heard
it. Ije you need prayers, ekpere di ike!”

   “What is the dream about?” 

   “He said you were being chased by very
enormous pythons and that when you
couldn’t run anymore, you fell and the
pythons began to feast on you,” your mother
says and you can hear her crying. “Pastor
Augustine says you are in danger. That God
is speaking to him right now that you're in
danger,” she is wailing now. You do not
know what to tell her or how to soothe
her.You simply hang up. She calls back but
you do not pick. She keeps calling until you
are forced to switch off the phone. Quickly,
you shower and get dressed and leave for the
market. At the market, you hear two frozen
fish sellers talk about Most Holy Prophet
Jeremiah Dikachi whose disciples came to
your house that morning. You hear them
talk about the mighty miracles God used him
to work. You hear one of them say how she
would rather die than miss his counseling
session the next day. They talk about this
Prophet so effusively and credibly that you
feel like going immediately to see the
prophet and tell him about the dream your
mother’s pastor had about you. When you
get home, you pick up the flyer and check
the address. No 14 Agu Street.A drop from
where you live. 
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   Finally you make up your mind to visit this
prophet. You would tell him everything and
because you have decided to tell him
everything, you now remember how it
started in Switzerland. Ogadi was the
husband you wanted just for three days. You
didn’t know that his mother resided in
Switzerland too and that she had returned to
Nigeria a few days before Ogadi came back
to see you. You were surprised the morning
you met her standing at the door of Ogadi’s
apartment. She barreled into the apartment
fuming and told you that you really had no
place in her son’s house, and that you were
just there to make people believe that Ogadi
was not having an affair with his own
mother. You remember how shocked you
were and how Ogadi had come downstairs to
confirm it by kissing his mother affectionately
right in your presence. You remembered how
mercilessly they had beaten you up when you
protested and how Ogadi had used a fork to
stab you at the back. That was how you got
that mark.

   The next morning, you wear a light gown
and after applying your cream, you pick the
flyer and leave the house. The morning is as
dull as the life around you. You do not smile
back at the little girl of about eight who
stands beside her mother roasting corn for
sales by the roadside. You neglect the
greetings of Mustafa, the northern man who
repairs your bags, boxes, pots, shoes whenever
they get spoiled. You simply walk on, only
thinking about the prophet that you are
going to see. When you are able to collect
yourself, you stop an okada and bargain. You
simply tell him that you are going to Prophet
Jeremiah Dikachi’s church and he nods. “I
sabi the place.”

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 

   You meet some women outside the church
premises. The church building is not as big as
the other churches that you have seen on
TV. You pay off the okada rider and enter
the church. You study the altar. There are
different colours of curtains intertwined
artistically to give a beautiful design. There
are huge flower vases. The pulpit stands
between two of the vases while one stands in
front. You also notice a music section where
there is a drum set, two piano stands and
three guitars lolling on the wall, with lots of
entangled wires sprawling on the ground.
The church is sure to contain about five
hundred people. One of the women praying
at one end of the church walks up to you and
you recognize her immediately. She is one of
the deaconesses that came to your house the
previous day but you cannot tell if she is
Mary or Martha. She wears a grin and
reaches to shake your hands but you decline
and tell her that you do not shake people. It is
your own way of brushing off the familiarity
that she thinks has cropped up between you
two. 

   “I am glad to see you,” she says now even
though she is still trying to recover from the
embarrassment. “Our Daddy GO is ready to
see visitors now. Do you want to go in?” she
asks. 

   “Aren’t there persons before me?” you ask.
“I saw some women outside.”

   “Don’t worry. Those women are not here
for the counseling. They came for their
breakfast. Our Daddy GO feeds a group of
widows from this area. So that is why they
are here,” she says and beckons you to follow
her.
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   You stand up wearily and follow closely
behind her. She walks straight to the altar,
parts the curtain before her and you discover
that there is a door that leads straight into the
prophet’s office. It seems strange to you that
his office is curtained off in that manner. You
remember the day you visited Pastor
Augustine- the day your mother told you to
pay your first fruit to him, his office was
conspicuous. On his door was a bold
inscription –Office of the General Overseer.
As you two enter, the deaconess turns and
says, “Welcome to the Holy of Holies.” You
simply nod. The prophet is backing you two
and the deaconess asks you to wait while she
immediately leaves. The office is slightly dark
as light trickles in from a small window
opposite the door. You wonder if he breathes
in enough oxygen. His table is packed with
lots of Christian books, various translations of
the bible, a pack of white handkerchiefs, a
packet of salt, five bottles of GOYA anointing
oil, three cell phones, a wad of money, a
microphone, and some files. Stacked against
the wall opposite are new books obviously for
sale and you wonder for a second how much
they would cost. You have heard a lot of
things about churches indirectly extorting
from members in the name of buying
materials for deliverance and liberation, or for
blessing the pastor and his family, or for
enhancing the kingdom which eventually
turns out to be expansion of the church
building. Immediately, the prophet wheels
the chair around to face you and you notice
that he is as handsome as Ogadi and very
young. He is surely not more than thirty-one.
The prophet is fair, with very sensuous lips
and a brawny shoulder. You feel slightly tense
when he tells you to remove your footwear
because you are standing on a holy ground. 

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 

   His voice seems to ignite something in you
or rather sends shivers down your spine and
you notice goose bumps developing on your
skin. He asks you to sit on the chair opposite
him. You find it difficult to look him in the
eye. He draws his chair closer to the table
and leaning in, he closes his eyes and begins
to speak in some indiscernible words. You
have heard about speaking in tongues before
now. At a time, Pastor Augustine had
attempted making you speak in tongues but
you remained tongue tied until he was forced
to say that your heart was hardened and
needed time to be broken. This was before
you left Aba for Lagos and ever since then,
you have not attempted that but you have
heard people speak in tongues or in the spirit.
But there is something different about this
prophet’s way of speaking in tongues that
marvels you. He croons the words as though
he is relishing them. His body quivers as he
speaks and you simply stare at him since you
don’t know what else to do. He opens his
eyes and stares at you and says, “Thus says
the Lord, you are in bondage!” he screams
and shakes his head. “Someone has tied your
destiny!”

   You want to scream Ogadi. You want to
stand up and yell into his face that Ogadi is
the one who tied your destiny. If not for
Ogadi, you wouldn’t be where you are
today. If not for Ogadi you would have been
in faraway Switzerland enjoying your life. If
not for Ogadi, you would have been in your
husband’s house now. But Ogadi chose his
mother over you. The prophet bangs his fist
on the table and says, “Thus says the Lord, by
this time tomorrow, come to this Holy of
Holies with two hundred thousand naira for
some special prayers.
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   The Lord says you will invest in his church,
this church, before he can take away all the
enemies around you!!” he screams and shuts
his eyes again and continues to speak and
quiver in tongues. You calmly pick up your
bag, and leave the office. You are not sure if
he notices your exit but you walk on, away
from The Divine Power, Anointing, and Fire
of Jesus Christ Deliverance and Salvation
Ministries International. It is true that Ogadi
has depressed a certain part of your life, but
you are sure that you will not allow Prophet
Jeremiah Dikachi depress the remaining parts
of a life you still haveto live.

THE THINGS GOD SAYS 
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(Hindi names for shame - Avamanam. Sharam. Lajja. Laaz)

Other names of shame.
Red-marked days
a sign of embarrassment.
Lingering silences
drown in hollowed echoes.
Scraps of her tissue
spiced in pungent abuses
Shame is her attire.
worn as an ornamental emotion.
The unwanted consequences of a wrong action
but shame is an instant manifestation of declaring the accused as guilty
Victim here are too many.
Perpetrator never repents
Aggrieved drowned in shame and dishonour

Shame is imbued in her body.
Accorded to her for her sexuality.
Any unchaste behaviour
Sideways glances
Stealing from the repertoire of honour.

Honour not born of her
Nor of her volition.
Refusal to conform.
Manifestation of your inadequacies.
Being a misfit, an anomaly.

Whenever she feared society to be judging
The fear is what coexisted with shame
Fear of ridicule, fear of judgement.
Shame was her inheritance.
Disappeared when she unshackled.
Decided to swim her way
Against them, with them let them decide.

HONOUR AND SHAME
SNEHA KRISHNAN
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Most often watch and gossip all the time
Leave it to others to judge and evaluate
She was raring to jump in and participate

Her agency was not in her unshackling
But helping them overcome their idea of shame.
Judgements. Commitments. Expectations
Unburdening herself of their heaviness
Overcoming limitations in worldviews
And reclaiming her space with honour.
Honour to be alive. To be born
and to live, love and laugh.
As a woman. As a person. As queer as a chocolate box.

SNEHA KRISHNAN
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A welcome portrait in Honiara
From my bedroom I can see
The towering, flowering pastel frangipanis –
Overshadowing the ocean below,
Hiding not just the view but serving a myopic distortion of sorts.

Myriad roads lie between the room and ocean,
Some stores on the high street and
Few lodges uphill that are dinghy and callous
Not picture perfect like the one you are in.

The streets get busy by the day,
Yet nobody seems to be in any rush
No honking or overtaking,
The drivers stand still at crossroads.

When I first arrived, I let this stillness pass.
Soon the inertia frets and rattled me from within.
There is no rage in people I wondered;
Nobody gets ahead anywhere.
Something holds me back from realising my dreams.

Sleep evades at nights, I wait by the ledge to see sunrise
Bringing the delicate breeze.
My fragrant fingers order
The buds and flowers on my porch

Shaking away the leaves, putting aside the dust
The fallen frangipanis were as beautiful as the ones still above
Arranging them on my mantle, restoring their glory
Sleep follows this ritual bringing some strength to the wearied

My friends were silences and nameless identities
The lone star and its shady presence.
My pores yearned for a breeze, a shaft of wind,
Uncovering my uprootedness beneath.

FRANGIPANI
SNEHA KRISHNAN
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Accumulation of lives,
laid bare without dignity.
Discordance strikes:
frantic changes ruins everything

Last night the city,
cloaked in silence
heard the winds roar.
Cyclone took what it could
Fearing no virus.

Jumping out of our homes
Fear couldn’t keep us safe.
Deep diving without drawing air
Rushing into fire without a jacket
Masked secrets uncovered,
Lying in ruins after the winds have calmed

This scorching summer ends,
and monsoon brings more destruction.
Leaves change their colours,
Shedding their foliage
Puddles splintered with glass shards

They came to rescue us in boats,
Handed us biscuits, masks and water
Told us to stay put. They will come again.
We draw their faces on sand,
The rains wash them away.

The seeds of life rebirthing,
Sprout in the calm after storm
The names of the dead in the cyclone
Are lost unclaimed in the dark.

REBUILDING AFTER THE STORM

SNEHA KRISHNAN
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The virus spreads, the ruler declares.
Cities forsake those who didn’t belong.
Families walk home, stranded for miles.
Forgotten, hidden, destitute.

Skyscrapers they built, offices they served.
To survive then, they had come to the city.
With hopes they now migrate.
To dream of a future was their only crime.

The rulers fear others, so they direct.
Nation will choose her own citizens.

The students in the universities.
They were sent to study; they now raise their voices.
Who gave them permission to question?
Despite bullets being fired, they return.
With blood-soaked shirts.
Have they no shame? No love for their land?

The women of Shaheen and other Baghs.
Gathered in multitudes, witness their strength!
Their new-borns covered with just a shawl.
Dissent registers against the rulers frozen spine.
It is now illegal to crowd. To question. To protest.

That student with a child in her womb imprisoned.
That ill doctor who saved lives, discarded.
That suave politician who asked too many questions
Jails cannot take one thing from them.
Their hopes for a just and fair world.

HOPE

SNEHA KRISHNAN
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Those lovers who don’t see caste or religion.
They need permission to love.
The farmers who eat pizzas at state borders.
Their lands belong to the nation
What they grow, and how much they sell.

Malnourished children who do not see their fifth birthday
Pregnant women who do not reach hospitals for birthing.
Their unborn children will be born again
in a just world where their mothers’ dreams matter.

Not speaking up when injustice is grave,
Not standing against perpetrators of the state,
Not being concerned of the millions we don’t see
Not caring or working for the unheard
These are the wrongs we carry as our burdens.

SNEHA KRISHNAN



PALE PLIGHT
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All this love... where do I put it down?
There is something beyond words about you,
in all your little antics, and it makes me wonder:
what is the color of your soul?

Maybe hues of coppery brown like an oak tree,
or flame, orange red, from a sugar maple
twirling by the windowpane; it's a burden to never truly know.

I can see my head on your shoulder as we watch spring pass by,
in autumn's lap where the faded leaves lie,
when the faint sunshine warms our hands with a love sweeter than midsummer itself,
and the leaves rustle beneath our feet —
we will watch the hazel branches fall,
and I will find comfort in you, before the melancholy of winter 
begins to creep up on me.

FAINT SUNSHINE

RIYA RAJAYYAN
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What is a Pilgrim without a sack of sorrow?
I come home to a broken tooth and my mother's melting feet
her depleting lungs swing back and forth,
playing around asphyxiation.

When I say 'I', 'me' and 'my' -
I speak of my father's joy and my mother's sighs
I speak of my grandmother's broken, immature laughter echoing down the verandah
I speak of my definition for the pilgrimage that takes place where 
my placenta lives, buried;
The place where I stand today, drenched in self-reflection.

What is a pilgrim without a poem?
My religion is to breathe without hesitation, without realization
to walk without counting my steps and to keep straying from the squared tiles,
I write poems that are rebellious and infectious,
that are dogs and cats,
prostitutes and saints,
skies and hell and heavenly fires,
that are God and salvation, my skin and bones.

But this place has always been so far away, even when it was deep within
To reaffirm my faith in its existence,
I tell myself to stay awake but I can't...
I can't refuse the nightmares it offers,
because nightmares don't come with choices.

I should walk away every time a familiar voice calls my name
because families are often open caskets for a darkness you can't explain
They entrap you, they're akin to sharks attracted to the smell of your blood;
somehow, I could neither lead them nor belong to a clan.

PILGRIMAGE

NAMEERA ANJUM KHAN
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I am on a pilgrimage,
To settle the disputes within my heart and breathe like an infant, free from 
the woes of my blood;
free like the bird that only knows how to chirp endlessly 
and fly away one day to never look back,

I am on a pilgrimage,
to lessen my sack of sorrow - to witness my birth yet again, in a puddle 
growing out of nowhere;
in a cloud bursting over unknown smile.
I want to crawl out of disasters and name myself 
after the wars this blood has tasted.

PILGRIMAGE
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SWEET DERAIL

   I am staring hard into the cupboard housing the sweet box which made its way to our home
this evening. The incessant chatter of my cousins playing in the background, punctuated by the
squeals and snorts and screams and laugh, interspersed with the low thrum of music with lyrics
smothered completely under the overlapping talk of my kinsmen, packs the air. I was doing fine
touching and sliding on my phone’s screen after I sat down out on the courtyard, eyes looking
for that familiar comforting weight of my phone, in part to avoid catching eyes of roaming
bodies, when my FOMO perked up at the noises floating through the barred double doors to
the living room. I poured my, now magnified focus, on the new post that graced my Instagram
featuring a bikini clad girl whom I failed to pull from the stash of my memory. Someone
laughed maniacally across the doors, and continued laughing long after the initial collective roar
surrounding that loud sound died down.

   My whole body abuzz with tension, trying to rein in myself and converge my absolute
attention to the glowing glamour at hand, I lost my thinning tether to the slipping attention like
a sticking jelly, long worn after recurring use, slowly loses its purchase on the wall and
completely detaches itself off the wall. Pushing past the double doors, the assault on my senses
like being pushed to the stage to a roaring audience and blinding burning lights, I bee lined for
the island-like spot, uninhabited save for a few people sitting weirdly angled. I assumed a spot to
the sound of the howling laughter of my belly-protruding uncle. I sat, waiting for that sound to
bubble up my throat and barrel into the collective stream of shared laughter, as if raising a toast
to an agreed upon wish for the future, instead I’m greeted with faces featuring remnants of the
last raised toast. After a couple more minutes, I give up and drag my attention to the closed
cupboards which to its credit doesn’t squirm at the hardness I subject it to and move across the
space to retrieve my current object of concentration, hoping that at least this will yield me some
positive outcome, at least this endeavor will produce something. So off I go to lay my hands on
the prized box, to another adventure.

GATHERED FOR A CHAT

MEDHA KHETPAL
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THE GREAT ESCAPE

KIMBERLEY 
PAGER-MCCLYMONT

The sky was dark, trees moved with the wind.
The moon was full, frost settled on the grass.
Out of breath, he ran, he ran
Blood pouring from his head.
“I have to make it,” he said
He had fought so hard for this great escape
Pushing and pulling the Man that tortured him
“You are worthless,” he had once said.
Out of breath, he ran, he ran
In the shadows of the trees,
On the isolated path, all he saw was the moon’s glow
He had struggled to escape unnoticed.
“Keep going, don’t let go,” he said
Dirt under his fingernails, his shirt torn in pieces
Out of breath, he ran, he ran.
He was scared to be found, scared to survive
But after much effort of cutting and stabbing, buried in the ground
The lifeless body of the Man he left behind
Out of breath, he ran, he ran.
Hoping to make of this night
The great escape
The perfect crime.



COLISEUM
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SETTING
 

A bus stop is set up at centre stage. Characters can come in from left or right. The bus is imaginary in
front of the audience.

SCENE

An old man comes in with a pink umbrella. We hear sounds of thunder as if it is about to rain.
The old man sits on the bench, keeping the umbrella to his side. He takes out a bidi and a matchbox
from his front pocket, lights it, and looks up at the sky to observe the movement of the clouds. 
All of a sudden, he starts yelling at the clouds.

OLD MAN

    “What more do you want? You've left me nothing!”

He takes two puffs of the bidi. There is another thunder sound on stage.

OLD MAN

(dejected, to himself)

    Still hungry,

(to the audience)

    I can't feed him enough; he already has my daughter. I thought if she goes abroad, she'll be
away from the stinking hole that we live in. She'll settle there, find a husband for herself, and try
to live a good life.

There is another thunder sound on stage.

THE BUS STOP

AAYUSH SHARMA 
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OLD MAN

    "Look at this jerk. Still wants more from me. He has every piece of me, and I have this-"

He picks up the umbrella from the bench and tries to open it. He can't open it smoothly; the umbrella
opens in a disfigured form. He shakes it uncontrollably and drops it.

OLD MAN

    "This umbrella is just like my daughter: an attention seeker. If you rush with it, it won't
follow you..."

He picks up the umbrella and closes it, slowly. Giving it a look, he runs his hand down it to stroke it as
if it's his own daughter.

OLD MAN

    "...but show her enough care and she falls in line."

He keeps the umbrella on the bench and sits quietly for a while. He takes a puff of the bidi. It is
silent.

As the old man is waiting for the bus, we hear the sound of a crash. The old man stands up to have a
look and another sound of thunder follows.

OLD MAN

(looking at the sky)

    "Who did you take this time?"

Old man exits to inspect what happened. There is a spotlight on the umbrella and sounds of heavy
rainfall. A boy and a girl run in. They are drenched.

BOY
          "What a time for such romantic weather, yeah?"

GIRL
          "This is not romantic - what is romantic about this sticky and soggy weather?"

THE BUS STOP
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BOY
          "It's cold, we gotta come closer for warmth."

GIRL
          "Don't dare to come near me."

They stand apart for a while. The boy looks around and finds an umbrella.

BOY
          "What luck."

GIRL
          "Where did you get this from?"

BOY
          "It was here."

(points to the spot)

GIRL
          "This is not ours."

BOY
          "Someone must have forgotten it here; I don't think they're gonna come looking for it."

He opens the umbrella and it jams midway, so he proceeds smoothly. The umbrella opens up nicely.

BOY
          "Tough umbrella."

The boy and the girl come out of the bus stop and take the umbrella's cover. They are standing close, and
they share a glance. They giggle at each other's sight: they're shy. They look around and there is no bus
in sight.

BOY
          "I think we should take an auto. Buses are late, as usual."

(points towards the audience)

          "There, all the autos are there."

THE BUS STOP
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GIRL
          "You're gonna take the umbrella with you?"

BOY
          "Look at it - it’s all rusty and ruined. Someone just threw it; no one's gonna come looking
after it."

A sound of an auto, the boy shouts "AUTO." They move towards the audience. There is a blackout.

The old man comes back. He is drenched and takes out his handkerchief, wiping his face. He looks at the
bench, but there is no umbrella there. He tries to look for it, frantically. There is a loud thunder sound on
stage. He looks up, dejected, and takes out a bidi from his front pocket. He lights it and drowns his face
in his hands.

Lights fade to black. We hear the sound of a bus stopping at the bus stop.
 

THE END

THE BUS STOP



UNFAMILIAR FRINGES
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   There was a party at 4520 Pen Drive. There was always a party at 4520 Pen Drive. Literally,
every night people would go to 4520 Pen Drive and do some... outrageous things. If you walked
in there you would see the usual cast of characters for a party on Pen Drive: Uno Dan, he always
wanted to play Uno with you, literally no matter what. Supermark, his name was Mark, but he
was always wearing a superman costume. Then, Dave, the guy named Dave that's his whole
schtick. He’s always like “Hey I'm Dave '' and then people go wild, what can I say it's a cool
gimmick. But then, you get to the 4520 only people like Donald McRonald, He’s always in a
Ronald McDonald costume but he wears it upside down. Don’t ask me how he pulled that one-
off. Then there’s Egg Johnson. He makes really good eggs but no one knows his real name. One
day he just appeared on 4520 Pen Drive and has been making eggs ever since. Then you got
Giardia John, He’s got a lot of diseases, and he spits in people's drinks and says he’s “spreading his
gift” He’s kind of freaky but he thinks he’s doin’ good work so I feel bad when people beat the
hell out of him. Last night I went to 4520 Pen Drive for research and saw a strange scene. The
first thing I saw was Supermark jumping off of a table trying to prove he could fly. Then,
Donald McRonald came out of nowhere and punted him in the head, he continued to kick
Supermark’s unconscious body again and again. Everyone was just standing there like this was
normal. Then Dave came in there and said those iconic words, “Hey I’m Dave'' and everybody
dropped everything and started cheering. At first, I thought this was weird but to be honest with
you by the end I was cheering just as loud as everybody else. Even the incredibly injured
Supermark started cheering and he fist-bumped Donald McRonald. Then Giardia John made a
horrible mistake, he spit in Dave's drink. If this was anybody else these people would be fine
with John spitting in a drink. They were desensitized, but Dave? Oh, they were not gonna let
John disrespect Dave like that. Everybody in 4520 Pen Drive started attacking John. It spilled to
the outside of the house. Donald McRonald hit him with a lawn chair, Egg Johnson pelted him
with eggs, Supermark jumped off of the roof and tackled him, it was crazy. Then the ambulance
showed up. John was loaded onto a stretcher and everybody started to realize what they had
done. People started crying, and it was just a sad moment. I mean, John could’ve died. Then
Uno Dan walked out of the house and said “Hey, does anyone wanna play Uno?”

4520 PEN DRIVE

LINCOLN HARTZ
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HOME

ISHA SHARMA

Coming home is awful.
It absolutely truly is.
You wish you were still stuck outside
caught amidst a heavy downpour,
or amongst the wind infamous for uprooting trees from the ground
at least you wouldn’t be asked to come home then,
and see the uprooting of your own life through your own eyes.

Coming home is awful.
And as the street dirt attached to your sneakers touches the doormat,
you know you are truly finally home
and now there exists a division between
the room that you just half-heartedly walked into,
and the world that lies beyond that doormat
and you see a parallel between that rugged fabric and yourself
because everyone here walks over you too,
you carry the dust and dirt of many sneakers, too.

Coming home is awful.
And you would rather be stuck at a metro station now.
Tired and desolate and with a parched throat,
and yet content and gratified and one with yourself
You would prefer standing at the station
marking a never ending tussle between all the passengers-
perhaps a microcosm of life.
And you would rather see multiple trains
flashing right in front of your eyes,
faster than the flashbacks that go on in your mind.

Coming home is awful.
And now the pollution underneath the sky
doesn’t look so bad.
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HOME

The strange faces and their strange stories,
and their intrusions and forced conversations
doesn’t seem annoying anymore.
Home is not a happy place for you.
And not one where you can find solace,
but instead, a 3 bedroom flat you have
always wanted to break away from
And would only return to when it’s the last standing building on the face of the Earth.

Coming home is awful.
Because you don’t have a home per se,
walls and carpets and tiles don’t make a home
people, values, and feelings do.
Their love, mutual admiration, and affection does
But alas,
None of that is reserved for you
None of that was ever for you.

Coming home is awful
Because you stare at the clock all day long
waiting for it to strike eight
because that’s when you leave from here
only to return after the sunshine vanishes.
After some twelve hours
And those hours are the best for you
because despite the chaos, clutter, and cacophony,
there is still an inexplicable peace and harmony out there.
And being caught in that rigmarole is ironically relaxing
it saves you from the bedlam that ensues the moment your feet unwillingly 
drag you home, after all.

Coming home is awful
because you do not have any value
and people don’t love you here.
This is a different world
a different atmosphere
where everything seems out of sync
where everyone seems out of love
where evident toxicity is suspended heavily in the air,
where you wake up every day with hatred filling up your ears
where you forcefully cling on to a frail strand of hope,
Coming home is indeed awful
Who says it’s not?
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NEMESIS

ISHA SHARMA

I find myself drowning
deep into the recesses
of a gloomy brook .
As if once I am gone
I 'll never be back
I will never survive
and will never breathe.

I crave everyday
to spill out those thoughts
which catalyst my decay.
I crave to find
some joy, some beauty
everyday.
Something sucks the life
out of my soul
and reduces me
to nothingness.
I feel dark, despaired
as if cold has clenched
me and I 'll never be
the same, ever again.

This pain is not ephemeral,
it is not transient.
It is present forever
and waking up everyday
with this disease
weighing heavy on my heart
is like being aware
of my own death
and still unable
to save my own soul.

Others don't understand
They never comprehend.
They see a perfect man
whenever they lay their eyes upon me
what is happening inside
they know not
they care not .
The corrosion of my soul
inch by inch.
They are unable to see.

There is a monster clad in black
always longing to defeat me.
They have hijacked all my thoughts
my happiness is thus
Perpetually lost.
This demon is everything
but the real me.
And I am afraid it will snatch me away
steal my soul
and leave me alone, astray.

This demon is vindictive
It is perennially callous
And reminds me of all the times
I trusted and was backstabbed
brutally and viciously.
I wish I don't pay it
importance
I don't want to.
Its impulses I want to ignore
the worst happenings of my life
are the demon's lore.
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All I want to do
Is to pity it
It is the one to be felt
Sorry for.
This destruction will be tackled
When in my heart I will
congregate
Abundance of amour.

Yes , I will fight
I will fight back
the demon is a lone warrior
I have the aid of my loved ones
I have the happy memories
of my earlier life
and those happy instances
will be summoned
and back they will fight.
There will be a streak
of bright light
and the patron I had been
expecting
will engulf the darkness .
The despair
and the demons.
That positive light
will be the projection
of those very things
that depression feeds upon.
Hope, happiness, ecstasy
and they will all come together
and rescue me
from the pangs of lunacy.

If you are here
Somewhere
In this room
Who has been feeding upon me
And my soul
I assure you
I will not house you for long.
Whatever harm has been done
has been done.
I will be valiant
and conquer you.
There is no way I can
let the demon that is you
vanquish the angel in me
and I will sew back
my soul together .
In the battle of defeating you
it is now or never.
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“GAS CHAMBER”

DELHI

ANUSHKA BIDANI

when my lover kisses me,
my teeth clash against hers,
she nibbles on the end
of my tongue —
it leaves me breathless

(she swallows all the air in my lungs)

her nimble fingers wipe off
the remnants of my lipstick
from her face, as black as the soot
on her dress —
it reminds me of Death

(someone’s choking, but no one’s dialing 102)

she stares at me, from under
hooded lids, with unfocused eyes,
a weakened glare daring me
to question her disarrayed state —
it makes me feel guilty

(humans deflect guilt with anger; 
i’m pissed at my lover)

her pants become louder,
and she can’t inhale
without her rasping voice
exhaling obscenities —
it leaves me confused

(confusion is a state of not understanding; 
but, i understand it all)

she can barely stand,
and my silence
has finally reduced her
to tears, ashes and smoke,
the victory is bitter--
it leaves behind a nauseous taste
on the floor of my mouth
alongside her limp form

(thank you for your prompt response)

i can’t breathe,
and neither can she
anymore
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hello                    thank you for calling

we are currently experiencing higher than normal call volumes 

 normal = talking on the phone = careful voice and breath
 no, not being careful   
 hands that you don’t have to watch
 rush and rush like rivers   

 volume = length x width x height  
 the space of the mouth = words, waves, and the space inside
       

for quality assurance, your call may be monitored and recorded. 

you should be comfortable   
after all this time

if you know your party’s extension, you may enter it at any time

             like you’d enter a river
             like you’d enter a mouth
             like you’d exit, remember?

for the company directory, please press one.
for the customer service department, please press two. 
for assistance from an operator, please press three. 

the person you are trying to reach is not available  
    =    speak at the tone    =1    =1    =1   how can we assist you today   =2    =2    =2 

speak  
how          how          how 

hello                     thank you for calling

AUTOMATED MENU HYMN

M. P. ARMSTRONG
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The radical of radicals say
                                         that poetry will save the world.
In that case, my words will serve
                                         as a roadside bake sale, taking quarters
                                         to house blind bats.

DUCT TAPE ON A SINKING SHIP

CYNTH TORRES
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The first mistake I made
was in thinking I was
a poet —
that all lines had to
b  r  e  a  k
just to merit
                    poetic rhythm
I shouldn’t have been surprised then
when all my poems were written off as
rubbish.

The second mistake was
                                      doing it all
for one boy
thinking if I could just
                                    capture the world
                                    in a single word
I would become his.
So spare the shock
when I lost his fancy
                                 after a month.
Third mistake (& sadly not the final)
was believing I had no worth
                                              when all my words
                                              crumbled to dust under the weight of
pretense.
Yes, there are rules
yet no rules at once.
The true poet is one
who knows how to balance
                                            contradicting truths.

3 MISTAKES OF AN AMATEUR POET

CYNTH TORRES
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I’m sorry. Sorry to that little girl I couldn’t save. I lacked courage those days.  
Spending nights in the laundry room where the air was always so suffocating and thin.  
Nights spent screaming into a void that you so badly tried to escape.  
Hours and days spent on ends where you questioned if everything was the end.  
Nothing – no one was there. No one heard her deafening screeches, the rumbles that
ricocheted inside her empty tummy, the bang of her head against the walls. Was I left for dead? 
I guess mother was too busy thinking of her next “missing link.”  
In that room where she would leave shades of purple and pink on the skin that belonged to me. 
“They look beautiful on you” she said along with those lovely 
bright red streaks that were left on my hands, elbows, and knees.  
Exposing me to those explicit scenes hidden in my pretty pink princess DVDs.  
A perception of love that stuck with me, got me thinking it was the real thing.  
Mother never knew the concept of taking blame.  
For the stars were always the foundation of her mistakes.  
“Oh honey, it was the Sagittarius in me, you know what I mean?.” 
What did you mean? Mother please tell me. 
My little kid brain worried if today was a day I was going to eat, drink, and sleep.  
Or get beaten down to my knees with the words that reeked from your drunken breath. 
Mother please, just tell me the truth, why do you do the things you do? Was it your youth? 
“Baby there is no truth, you’re experiencing all the fun things my mom put me through.” 
Wait what did that mean? This isn’t who I am, nor what I am meant to be. I’m unhappy.  
I realized what my mother stole from me.  
She managed to take myself away from me, a peasant I am to be – “go watch the damn tv.”  
Pupils the size of a dime, heartbeats that didn’t feel like mine. 
All I saw were horrific things. I covered my eyes with bandage wrapped hands, that sticky  
substance with a horrendous taste as volcanic tears streamed down my crimson shaded cheeks.  
In that corner she couldn’t breathe, trying to pry off those men took up her energy.  
Thick and callous fingertips - powerless and alone, vulnerability slipped between the webs of
her fingers. 
Dazed and confused by the countless times waking up in pure darkness with torn t-shirts, the 
pain that came with trying to speak, bruised and hoarse both her throat and voice.  
The reigns of numbness that consumed her every waking moment.  
Reiterating scenes she couldn’t tell apart from dreams and reality.   
“Let me go. Let me go. No. No.”  
“Good morning baby, your mother left you all alone.”

NO CONTROL
CANDICE SANCHEZ
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SLIPSTREAM BETWEEN SILENCE &

SPEECH / REALITY & ESCAPE

DIVISHA MOHAN

Monday morning
Library, 12:05.
looking at two pigeons
serenading through the window
I am silent.

Printed softcover
on one side
under the front page of my morning
newspaper
and the blank doc blinks on my
computer
I blink black silently.

The book - about an epidemic in 1817
is a replete with statistics
The newspaper - tells of a pandemic in
2021
is a replete with statistics.
My mother calls and tells me about the
people behind the numerical figures.
I listen silently.

‘The chemist, the teacher, the driver,’
Their faces are etched in my mind.
‘And all the people in the hospital...’ -

‘And did you get that job by the way?’
Life is relentless, in life and death.

No new emails
click refresh
There’s nothing new at all
I scream silently.

I look at my reflection
against the sunlight
on the window
I don’t recognise myself anymore
I look away in silence.

Five years ago
I stood on this very chair
sat on this very spot
I speak to the same people every day
I think silently.

Their lives changed and evolved and I...
And I..
stand here in the middle of a corridor
in silence...

I knock on the door of your office
Twice, sharp.
and after a few minutes
Of talking about the wars, Palestine,
poverty, death, a certain virus, destruction,
the unintelligibility of it all-
You gave me a lucid explanation for why
so- apocryphal parabolic hyperbole
But I smile in silence.

“Is duniya me rakha kya hai”
I think loudly.
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SLIPSTREAM

“You should start reading fiction” -
you’d suggested
as my unenchanted feet stumble to the door
And my grip tightened on the newspaper in my left hand
(Stranger than fiction)

I choose to be fiction
in an uncensored, explicit world.
And I turn my eyes away from naked mortality
and you tell me to read fiction.

As if a book could make me
disappear down a secret passage,
vanish behind a cloud of smoke
ascend into heaven
or find another world in a closet



IN DEPTH:

Digital Collage © Namitha a.k.a Mittu, All Ears, 2021. 
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FROM THE EDITOR

   As a writer, curator, I want to express what I
generally, mostly feel and at times, what I
hardly feel in my bones. That’s Art. Isn’t it?

As I read pieces for All Ears, I was reminded to
myself that variety is truly something that sparks
life. To touch the bare minimum of Art that we
perceive, see and even feel is beyond a common
understanding. The nuance of feeling the
artwork, reading poems/prose fulfils heart with
such tremendous power and joy. Sometimes, I
miss this leisure of shoving my mind into the
grip of its foundation, if not dedicating myself
to Art. Maybe, that defines my existence?

   Last year, since the pandemic started, like the
others, I started experimenting a lot with my
creativity, hobbies and that is when I started

DEVIKA MATHUR

curating small beautiful writings, poems, productivity tips, and mindful links for my newsletter.
That somehow fulfilled a small void that was there. I understand that Art is subjective and till
now all I have discovered is that the essence of creating is so imperative, maybe more than the
result. We need to cherish what we do. What we create and examine. Before the newsletter
happened, I completed my poetry collection - ‘Crimson Skins,’ which again captures the
chilling and haunting dimensions of a human mind.

   But now, I have started examining nature even more. Exploration of intangible beauty. How
beautifully natures can captivate one’s mind. “The flower that smells the sweetest is shy and
lowly” - Wordsworth.

   Besides curating newsletters or writing poetry books I cherish watching mindful YouTube
videos. It has been almost two years since I turned my fingers towards minimalism. It is an
irony often, how can I be both a surrealistic poet while practicing mindfulness. I wonder about
it way too much and maybe it is just how a few minds work. I am that, in that case.
 
   I often write for my blog. I have been writing on WordPress for more than 4 years now and

© Devika Mathur 
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the bond that I share with fellow writers is so pure and pious. It’s the love and care that goes in
the long run. Nothing would matter if I had no honest fellow writers motivating and
supporting my work. I am grateful for the support I have received over the years and in the
same process I have stumbled upon various talented artists, creators, poets that fill my heart with
abundance of love and sheer kindness. The writing community needs this amount of tenderness
to sprinkle all the perfect colours that one can possibly think of. We are strong only when we
are together and nothing can suffice that. I think that element is so crucial and I would always
want my presence to inspire someone in the world. Through my words, if I can cultivate a
small seed into a beautiful flower, I think my job is done there. The process of learning and
growing together is what we should reflect through our words, gestures.

   Speaking of Art, I am more than grateful to have read all the lovely submissions that were sent
across by the stunning contributors. That reminds me how each mind is beautifully unique!
Thank you for sending your voice and we hope our readers shall find a home in our first
inaugural issue. Remember, we are all ears!

   Lastly, I want to leave my readers with this excerpt from my book, “I keep things safely like
the moon keeps tides” (A collector of things) - Crimson Skins.
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FROM THE EDITOR

The Journey Of A Name

   “You are my vessel,
creating dancing words,
spider-scrawl words -

   and most in-between.
Beautiful ink, you do not
create, but tell.”

- from ‘Ink,’ in the collection ‘Our Paused
World’ by Oskar Leonard.

As a literary magazine, we at All Ears must –
and love to – deal with words. For me
personally, there can be no word more powerful
than a name. Throughout my admittedly short
existence, I have bitterly held onto and fought

OSKAR LEONARD

for my name. It has been soaked with bitter tears of desperation and scratched at endlessly by
those who would seek to take it away from me.

    I know my experience is not unique. I have heard it from the mouths of my companions and
friends who share my challenging situation: I am transgender. Somehow, my name is at once
personal and political, regardless of my opinion on the matter.

   In a sense, I feel that I may be somehow privileged to feel such ownership over my own
name. I chose it. I claimed it. No one else can say that they have any possession over my
individual name, when it pertains to me, as no one else has fought as fiercely for this name as I
have.

   It has not been an easy battle. My memories are stained by both fiery and deeply hollow
moments. Have you ever laid down on your uncomfortable, carpeted bedroom floor and
sobbed onto a cheap birthday card that you couldn’t bring yourself to sign with the wrong
name, but also couldn’t sign with the correct name out of a fear of your familial life being torn
apart? It is raw. It is cruel.

© Oskar Leonard
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   My name held the power to split my household in half, yet it healed my own soul. How can
this be possible?

   My professional life as an editor and writer has taught me that a name is not the only word
capable of exerting power over people, whether these words touch their logical brains or their
emotional souls. A literary world has been revealed to me, where every tale that I capture with
words has the potential for great influence. Sometimes, I am able to bring a smile, however
weak or shy, to an empty face. At other times, I witness a tear falling from an invested eye and
splashing on my manuscript.

   But the idea runs so much deeper than that and, to see its true extent, we must return to the
issue of my name. You must understand, or at least acknowledge, the incredible, euphoric
‘high’ that I experience when seeing my name – my true, chosen name – on a published piece.
It is more than simple pride. It is victory. I see the letters ‘O’, ‘s’, ‘k’, ‘a’, and ‘r’ actually written –
actually becoming concrete objects within the universe – and I smile. I cannot help it. My
entire life was built up to the first moment when I saw that word – that name.

   It is mine. It is incredible and it is ordinary. It is hard-fought and it is natural. My name is
printed on my soul in beautiful, incandescent lettering, and has been since the dawn of time. It
is inherently magical and ethereal while existing within this normal world of ours, and a career
where I love and manipulate words has taught me that these words – any words – can be
amazing. Powerful. Crucial.

   Nowhere is this more apparent than the submissions for All Ears, and the accepted pieces that
we are highlighting for your enjoyment. Reading through them has only solidified my beliefs
that words can be truly inspirational, life-changing, and transformative.

   My last thought? Listen to your spirit. It may whisper your name, as it whispered mine, into
your ear, and you may shiver at the sheer thought of such unbridled power belonging to you,
in the form of a word.
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FROM THE EDITOR 

      ‘Write about what you know, and what do   
   you know better than your own secrets?’
  — Raymond Carver

   I think my ability to write sprung to life from
the ardent belief in my inability to write. The
inner turmoil latched itself to me for as long as I
can remember and I won’t say it has run its
course, because it hasn’t. I wrote my first short
story when I was fifteen; rushing through
vignettes, producing words like accidents on
slippery slopes and endings so incredibly
redundant in their fragility that the winds
would freeze if they could. 

   I spent years jotting down rhythms and tones
through a language I hadn’t fully perceived
myself, generating slimy paradigms and 

HARSHITA MISHRA

inexplicable trajectories that almost never converged, sucking out and imitating what I would
call pseudo mannerisms from the outside world and piecing everything together as a disjointed,
gnarly, an almost weak concoction of life; a story.

   They say writing helps you communicate. For a kid who didn’t quite comprehend the
concept of communication itself, it was hard to breach the gap between language and using
that language to communicate. I remember having read Carver for the first time and being
blown away to an extent that left me in a trance; I remember getting up and going to bed,
listening to the faint thud of pop music in the next house and the reverberating pitch of my
mom screaming at my dad through the phone. I framed the aforementioned events in a
sequential order the next day on paper, sans a fictional setting, very much an anecdote and not a
fiction story, but a story of fiction, if you will.

   For years, I talked of parables and fables and wrote of things in between, never really
contemplating the heaviness of my own being. Writing isn’t a direct route to escape my own
loneliness, rather, a redemptive arc to be able to look inside myself and acknowledge that
loneliness, come to terms with it and accept that it is after all, okay, to be able to sit in a dim lit 

© Harshita Mishra 
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room for innumerable days, having absolutely everything at your disposal that can help you
create but somehow, you don’t. Not because you cannot or because you have suddenly hit a
road-block but because you are so confident in your inability to create that you can’t see the
other side.

   It took me years to battle that paralysis of thought and I can humbly say that today, I am able
to muster up my courage, look at what I know and write from inside myself before progressing
towards the extremities of the universe, so chaotic in its complexity and yet so coherent.

   Writing has helped me realize that there is a language and that there is no rule to that
language, it is not always beautiful and often leaves behind an unpleasant reality, but one has to
learn to battle the inconceivable irony and see it for what it is. I would say that writing has
helped me communicate — with myself and to the physical world through myself and dare I
confess, reach the other side.
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FROM THE EDITOR 

   When I have to write anything in columns, I
fold the sheet of paper into two, press down the
middle with my fingers and make a crease
perfectly in the middle. I learnt this trick years
ago, from a classmate of mine. I continue to use
it, even though I have not spoken to her in
years. I curve my r’s in the same way that my
History teacher in school used to do, and I still
wing my eyeliner like I once saw a woman do
at a public washroom. I do not know any of
these people, not anymore. Yet I carry pieces of
them with me, wherever I go. 

   Our lives are chaotic, and complex, and full of
nuances that you can spend a lifetime writing
about. These are the kind of stories I like to read
most, and hope to write someday. To be sure, I
am not dismissing the value of thrilling

SUHANA SIMRAN

adventure tales and locked-room mysteries and Gothic romances that force a chill down your
spine. I enjoy a fair share of these too. But the stories that inspire me most are those that are
hidden in plain sight. The stories of the kind of people I would run into in the metro or while
strolling through a book shop. The untold stories of people like me.

   When I started writing first, as a child of eight or nine, I was writing with one simple goal: to
express. My stories and poems were all about me and my tiny little world. As years rolled by
and I entered my teens, this motive of self-expression became stronger and stronger, since I
believed firmly that no one quite understood me. But in this relentless battle for self-expression,
I came to realise that writing is more fundamentally about connection, connection to other
people who are like me, yet so vastly and remarkably different. It is a process of empathy, and a
process of stepping into one another’s shoes, and of realising how deeply interconnected we all
are. For me, Art therefore is about belongingness, belongingness for the outliers, for those who
are supposedly “ordinary” and for those who straddle the boundary between these two.

   Besides writing and editing, I spend a significant amount of time as a parliamentary debater.
In debating, I often have to rely on cold hard facts and rational argumentation. But these often

© Suhana Simran 
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run into the risk of transforming human beings and their world into a statistic, into a mere
string of technical definitions. I do understand the immense power that logical argumentation
holds, even in the real world. But they can only get us so far. They can never, truly capture, the
full chaos and enigma of the individual self. So it is in writing and reading that I can find the
space to truly breathe, to just be. To truly feel the pain, the beauty and the incredible
ordinariness of our messy lives.

   In another sense, the act of writing itself is always political. Even in the normal lives of very
unremarkable people, there are truths that deserve to be told, truths that nobody wants to hear.
We are all authors with a context, socio-political, historical, autobiographical. These contexts
sometimes create boundaries, but this inescapable material reality of our lives also defines our
perspective. Sometimes we manage to defy all these frontiers and express a voice that everyone
is trying to suppress. And at other times, we weave words that allow us temporary respite by
making these invisible frontiers visible, so that we know what we have to transcend. Fiction,
literary or popular, often carries with it a grain of truth. This grain of truth can inspire us, and
occasionally, topple our worldview altogether. Fiction always bears with it the potential to
become an act of assertion, a precursor to change.

   As a writer, I still have a lot to learn. I am learning everyday, as a literature student, as an
Editor here at All Ears. And I do know one thing. That writing is not a mechanical
combination of form, literary devices and vocabulary. It is the author’s voice, with all their
unique individuality and their unique perspective, that truly makes for great writing. In
creating and admiring the creation of others, I rediscover myself every day. I unearth facets of
myself every day, some that I didn't even know existed. It is this coexistence of self-expression
and connection that, in my opinion, makes the true magic of writing come to life.
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FROM THE EDITOR 

   While following Toru Watanabe through his
entrapment of nostalgia and self-imposed
isolation in Haruki Murakami’s Norwegian
Wood, I was nose deep in his coming-of-age
narrative in the very home it was written.
Touring through the cityscapes and farmlands
of Japan, I had a seamless instance to invite the
vast worlds of Murakami’s storytelling into my
own reality. I quickly embraced the magic he
ignites in the spectrums of greens amidst a
foggy-skied backdrop. And I could sense the
loneliness he captures in an evening spent
walking through the drizzling rain surrounded
by skyscrapers, flashing lights, and blank faces.
Yet whether real or imagined, Murakami never
falters to turn over abandoned stones to uncover
hidden realities or idealisms. There is mystery
and opaqueness behind his underlying themes,

RACHEL BLAIR

but a hidden sense of familiarity cannot be denied.

   I was buying into surrealism as escapism—we all indulge in reading as an outlet to escape in
one way or another, but what surrealism offers is the chance to explore the infinity of one’s
imagination. Sometimes it is the characters enticing us to breathe their reality. Other instances,
it is the breadth of landscape a plot offers. Murakami sets a dreamy scope for both his characters
and readers to slip inside while at the same time arguing his works are real and raw, wherein
nothing about his writing is “magical.” What can being stuck at the bottom of a hidden, dried-
out well teach a lost soul? Or how can looking into the night sky and seeing two moons instead
of one change the trajectory of human emotion? In a surrealist landscape, anything is possible.
 
    While traveling by train between Kyoto and the island of Nara, I was pulled from the pages
of Murakami’s imagined reality to the sound of two elderly Japanese folks conversing and
laughing, holding one another at the arm and sitting side by side across from me. They may
have appeared to be in a standstill to common passerby, but they were altogether in a reality of
their own. Almost as if time could continuously move past them without their knowing or
even caring. I imagined them into the Murakami narrative I was reading at the time, The

© Rachel Blair 
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Wind-Up Bird Chronicle: two finite lovers with a bond seemingly limitless on the surface, yet
instead, is a constant project of ebb and flow—of knowing when to show up for one another
and when to provide space. What can a simple misunderstanding lead to in the messiness of
loving someone? 

   Toru Okada, Murakami’s protagonist in The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle, falters in his ability
to demonstrate attentiveness towards his lover and learns his lesson when his wife suddenly
disappears from his reality. Okada is then sent on a surrealist detective journey as he searches for
his wife’s missing cat—as well as his missing wife—before she, and the cat, are too fleeting to
save. 

   Murakami tests the will of his characters and forces them through winding paths in order to
teach them more of their own identities and the identities of others. There is a begging for
connectivity while Murakami teases his characters with surface level loneliness. In 1Q84, his
two main characters straddle multiple realities in near-death experiences, all to fight to live in
the same reality harmoniously. Murakami writes, “It is not that the meaning cannot be
explained. But there are certain meanings that are lost forever the moment they are explained in
words… I can bear any pain as long as it has meaning,” (Murakami, H. [2011]. 1Q84). 
 
   Even when the neighboring characters Murakami’s protagonists engage in may come across
as flighty or aloof, each one serves a purpose towards the winding narrative. This begs the idea
of humanity’s need for connection and how this oftentimes coincides with our inability to
understand one another—how we truly are all living our separate realities, yet we find ourselves
serving one another along various trajectories…sometimes absent-mindedly, sometimes with
intent. 
   In navigating our complex selves, we are discovering hidden truths--both within our own
souls and within the souls of our loved ones. Just like the elderly couple on a random train in
Japan, I wish to laugh, to hold, and to feel whole in myself and the people I love. And just as the
characters Murakami has imagined, I wish to navigate through two-mooned worlds and
ponder at the floor of a well until all truths can be lived. I hope you can capture a warming
escape embedded in the pages of our latest issue here at All Ears.
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Pride (featuring Kirian Rodríguez) by Seigar

This series shows a trans man wearing a rainbow necklace as a way to
celebrate LGTBIQ+ pride, give visibility, and fight for equality. Kirian
Rodríguez is a straight-oriented trans man who is also a hairdresser and model.
He is wearing an exclusive necklace created by the amazing hand-made
jeweler Paola Back Liñares. The prism makeup was created by the MUA artist
Ángel Hernández, who is also known as the drag Candy Porcelain. We also
worked with the help of Amy Truj, who is Kirian's girlfriend. The connection
of this team was possible thanks to an online beauty contest called Mister
Canarias Online with an inclusive philosophy. This series is related to identity
which is one constant in the work of the visual artist Seigar. The diverse artists
involved in this series believe in equality and are ready to fight for it through
art and to keep on the revolution of love.
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Gulmohar © Priyanshi Jaiswal, All Ears, 2021

I took these photographs on a Sunday morning on a visit to
my old house in a rural area of Varanasi, where I was born.

The dance of shadow in the sunlight feels enticing here.
 

— Priyanshi Jaiswal



Constellation Light: 
This artwork depicts reverence
towards the Earth. Before a Journey:

This artwork is of a doe resting before a
journey. The spiral found throughout nature

also symbolizes the beginning or a return

Humanity:
Indicates the sanctity of life.

The Golden Swan Parable:
This work is based on the story of the Golden
Swan which illustrates the effects of excessive
greed.

Mixed Media Artwork 
John Boudreau
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“Mind Full of Whimsy” was inspired by a dream of mine. It was a
gorgeous winter evening as I walked down a path lined with lush
green trees and a lovely house. The air was so clean that I could smell
my favorite winter scent, which appears in the air during the months
of October and November as a sign of impending winter. As I
continued walking, I came across a Chinese restaurant, and as I
entered, I ran into an old college acquaintance who went to New
York City two years ago. My heart was singing because the dream
was so peaceful. It felt like I was in a Wes Anderson film. I had to
write it down so I wouldn't forget, and I'm pleased it turned out the
way it did because that's precisely what I saw. It feels fantastic to be
able to share my vision with the rest of the world in this way. 

— Sanjana Singh



This artwork is devoted to certain folks who are working hard to
 keep the peace in ways that shouldn't be.

— Untonk
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Canvases
Vera Nikolaeva



A Place in the Shade © Jaidev Tripathy, All Ears, 2021



This illustration is a namesake to a set of urban and architectural
essays compiled by Charles Correa, which has heavily inspired my
understanding of the spatial environment around me.

There is this place in close vicinity to my house, shaded by a
distinctively large tree cover. It shades the road, the houses, and an
empty patch of land on which a small temporary structure rests,
sheltering the security guards of the neighbourhood. As Correa talks
about in one of the essays titled 'A Place in the Sun', the shade of
the tree and space underneath is of massive value in the Indian
subcontext. It evokes a string of nuanced emotions and feelings
transcending time; they stay embedded in memory. This space close
to my house impacts me and evokes a profound sense of nostalgia.

— Jaidev Tripathy



Artwork by Elizabeth Chernyshova
“Most of my artworks are based on my own feelings and impressions. 

My art reflects my hopes, dreams, personal contradictions, life experience, 
creative chaos.”



Self Portrait by S. Goldminson Aimol

“This is the self portrait of myself focus on self-reflection.
Sometimes, I just lost deep into my own thinking and
sometimes, my emotions drown me.”



Pressure
Yuu Ikeda

Pressure © Yuu Ikeda, All Ears, 2021



Artwork
Irina Novikova



Letter Writer:
This collage set in an underwater dreamscape serves as a reminder of
the joy that letter writing brings which is unknown to people who type
and hit send on their devices.

Digital Collages
Namitha a.k.a Mittu



Miss Mingo:
Miss Mingo is a
bringer of comfort
with flowers in her
hands. Comfort can
arrive in any form if
we aren't quick to
judge by looks and
look beyond it.

Stories of Hope:
This represents hope

based on Elif Shafak's
caption on one of her

posts that said 
“In the time of political

madness and raging
pandemic, books keep 

us connected, books 
keep us sane.”



Alexithymia, Simran Kaur

Caption: With Rebecca Scherer’s piece of poetry “don’t ask about
the detail,” the photography project ‘Alexithymia’ aims to
showcase those mixed feelings created by love, hate, longing,
sadness, mundane yet affectionate aspects that cause a person to
feel lost.



Digital 
Illustrations

Yasha Shrivastava





Bad Mama Series
Deepikah R.

Bhardwaj
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   As I stood against the mirror, looking at how much I had grown, I wondered how it had
become so painful to define myself as pretty. Honestly, why did I need to look pretty? Was it for
the 1200 followers that I never talk to or the hundreds of people that gawk at me as soon as I
step out? I was never able to answer that question.

   This conversation had become an everyday task now. I spent hours looking at myself, hoping
that I could change everything. Some days were better than the others. For example, I had just
watched an empowering movie or Lucifer (mostly Lucifer), and it barely left me with time to
think about things like this.

  That day, I had intended to finish everything from school so I could unwind over the weekend.
I had been deferring for weeks, and even the scantiest of motivation would help me get up and
overpower it. Yet, I refused to find that motivation.

   My phone had been buzzing for the past hour. Zoe texted, Max put up a story, and Stevie
tweeted something political (the names have changed in this text). I finally sat down and went
through my notifications. Analytically, Instagram was full of influencers wearing lesser clothes
and touring the Bahamas. Twitter had every quarrel you could think of, and Snapchat had good
morning selfies where everyone woke up like that.

   I glanced at the clock. I was late for my schedule. It was time to grind and succeed (as Richard
Branson puts it). After another pitiful glance in the mirror, I sat down at my table and started
scribbling. I had 12 assignments, three tests, and loads of pending research due in a week. I put
on my playlist and got to work.

   About 2 hours later, I concluded my assignments while Adele sang the closing verse of Rolling
in the Deep. My brain had stopped working, so I got up and went to the pantry. Mom had
already put out some grapes and an apple. I brought them back to my room and started scrolling
through social media.

AND I'M FEELING GOOD

TESHI SHARMA 

READ THE FULL PIECE, HERE: 
And I'm Feeling Good 

FORMER COLUMNIST, ALL EARS

https://www.allearsindia.com/post/and-i-m-feeling-good
https://www.allearsindia.com/post/and-i-m-feeling-good
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   Hey guys, welcome back to my column. Today, I will tell you how you can get better skin, of
course, without knowing anything about your skin type or how harshly some chemicals can
affect skin types. It worked for me, so I will assume it'll work for you as well. Sounds a bit off
towards the end, right?
 
   "How to get into shape in 20 days? Wondering how you can get [add some actress's name]
like flawless skin?" You know what we are talking about, even you witness them all the time. I
am not ashamed to admit that I have watched or read this content just because they are so catchy
and attention-grabbing with cover images that we can't ignore.

   I dug a little deeper and tried to find out why without a thought, we end up visiting these
sites. It is because of our insecurities. Yes, we have an image in our head that shows us. If we
looked like this, we would be considered beautiful. The catch here is a lot of us have a similar
image and the internet knows that as well, so they keep suggesting us the tips and tricks to look
a certain way.

   Once I was talking about this to a friend when she shared her story. She always had an image
in her head about her appearance, her perfect body. If she achieves that look, it'll be all she needs
to be happy. So she started working towards this goal, going one step at a time, climbed her
mountain, and her hard work paid off. She looked how she imagined. Finally, she was at the
peak. But guess what, she didn't find that magical feeling. The element she thought would be
waiting for her as she reaches that goal wasn't there. All this pain and work it took gave her
nothing but some society's validation which she wasn't even focusing on. So she sat down and
looked all around and wondered how I got here. On her path of becoming "perfect" she lost
herself, she forgot to see the flowers and beautiful skies while climbing the mountain. She took a
breath and looked inside and realized all she needed to be perfect was to love herself first and
then all these mountains would be just a fun climb.

CALM DOWN, IT'S ALL VIRTUAL

PRIYAL GAUR

READ THE FULL PIECE, HERE: 
Calm Down, It's All Virtual

FORMER COLUMNIST, ALL EARS

https://www.allearsindia.com/post/calm-down-it-s-all-virtual
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   After all the time that has passed by, we have all ended up at a spot in our lives where we feel
nothing but exhausted, stale, or outright. Furthermore, as the COVID-19 pandemic walks on,
we may be more inclined to fall into these funks and trenches as we attempt to shuffle another
ordinary day. You may feel like you're simply making a cursory effort of life, doing likewise
things again and again. Possibly you feel like there's nothing to anticipate or that you're running
set up while every other person is pushing ahead. Or on the other hand, perhaps you can't
pinpoint what precisely isn't right, and something simply feels... off.

   Here and there, our droops can be responses to something that happened to us. Perhaps you're
feeling forlorn in isolate or you're vexed in light of the fact that you were left behind for
advancement at work. Maybe you're feeling like the entirety of your companions are getting
hitched while you're actually single, or it very well may be that a harmful kinship is beginning
to negatively affect you.

   At the point when you can't pinpoint or distinguish a justification why you're feeling how
you are, take a stab at conversing with somebody. As a rule, getting an outcast's viewpoint can
give you a superior perspective on what's truly going on.

   Another approach to help you work through a tough time is to show yourself some self-
empathy. Consider conversing with yourself as though you were a companion. Frequently
we're brutal or anxious with ourselves when we're feeling dismal or down, yet in the event that
a companion came to us going through something comparative.

   Life is an equilibrium of permitting yourself to feel every one of the sentiments across the
range. Occasionally we will feel miserable but on some days you will see a promise of something
better. Clutch that.

THE SPIRAL OF EMOTIONS

MITUSHI MEHNDIRATTA

READ THE FULL PIECE, HERE: 
The Spiral of Emotions
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https://www.allearsindia.com/profile/0fc2d0ff-c298-4b53-a2de-ca20f7b5b575/profile
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   Like any other writer, Amrita Pritam found her loophole in this devastating world by writing
about our deteriorating society. Love is very rare, and a true one is on the edge of extinction.
But Amrita found every stage of love in her life; pain is the most beautiful part of this journey
called 'love.' Not being together in the future makes some of us drift apart, however, we are
supposed to embrace the present just like Amrita Pritam.

   She was a divorced woman who loved Sahir all her life while living her life by being with
Imroz. Sahir didn’t appreciate the love of Amrita as he should have. Imroz became the epitome
of faith, hope, love, and stood up for Amrita; he didn’t bother with the criticism because all that
mattered to him was Amrita, unlike Sahir. While visiting Imroz's residence, one reporter
reported how Amrita is present in every corner of that house, as she rests in peace.

   Main Tenu Phir Milangi is a poem said to be written for Imroz. She describes how their love is
unique and runs on a different track rather than the society’s laid track. Love never dies even
after people believing in the same passes on to the next life. Amrita was one of the lucky ones
who experienced every ounce of love. She says even after her demise, Imroz could find her in
everything and everywhere.

    You by Priya Malik makes it very clear how one last love could be the only thing one could
wish for from the shooting stars. Last love is as important as the moon in the universe, as water
on earth, and as any lover to another one.

   “ …I found why I had to walk all the way through the galaxy of nothingness to find you, I
have walked 100,000 light-years, to find you... You are my milky way, my sun, my heart... You
must be my last love, because once for a change I believe last love, last forever.”

   “Ishq de mere mitran pehchaan ki, jdo mit jaave zid apnon di.” What is the significance of love, if
my passion doesn’t last? 

LOVE COMES WITH 
NO FULL STOP

HARNOOR MANN

READ THE FULL PIECE, HERE: 
Love Comes With No Full Stop

FORMER COLUMNIST, ALL EARS

http://daak.co.in/main-tenu-fer-milangi-amrita-pritams-promise-undying-love/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iN-et_l3F0s
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   I think we as humans are constantly striving to be in a place, be it among people, with our jobs
or just in life where we belong and rejections drive this fear further. They make us question our
place in this sometimes heartbreaking, ungiving world.

   The comedian, Emily Winter says in her brilliant article I Got Rejected 101 Times, “I made it
my 2018 New Year’s resolution to get 100 professional rejections,” and further states the motto
behind it “I’d convinced myself that this experiment would shield me from the pain of individual
rejections, and guess what? It didn’t.” Like her Rejection Resolution, the rejections I faced
without a resolution whatsoever made me think I could grow immune to them too. Now, not
just taking her word on it but also knowing it myself that every single rejection – tiny or
mighty, damn well hurts.

   Psychologist Guy Winch wrote in his article, scientists found that “The same areas of our brain
become activated when we experience rejection as when we experience physical pain. That’s
why even small rejections hurt more than we think they should.” For lack of a better metaphor
or the urge to go with the cliched, being rejected each time feels like getting stabbed. And to go
on living with those stab wounds with zero assurance that you won’t be stabbed in the very
same place even before your wounds have healed. And every time, even though I know better, it
feels like the end of the world for a while.

   I’ve been analyzing rejection emails lately. Some of which come with the subject line “Your
application is rejected.” Now, this is what happens when we let computers write emails to
humans – they can be brutal. The worst are the ones that never reach your mailbox and it’s been
months since you applied, so you probably don’t need a written acknowledgement to be
convinced. And I do understand that it isn’t feasible for all companies to always send out
rejection emails to every single candidate but knowing that doesn’t make it any easier for me.
What I really appreciate is carefully crafted personalized rejection emails. It sounds like too much
work but it helps. And I’d jump in at the prospect of a job to write such emails.

TO VALIDATING THE
REJECTION BLUES

RUSHALI THACKER

READ THE FULL PIECE, HERE: 
To Validating The Rejection Blues
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